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C o l o r i n g  B o o k
  a  k n i t t i n g  p a t t e r n  c o l l e c t i o n

b y  L e e  M e r e d i t h

Accessories designed to 
 make the most of your 
  colors, using basic 
   stripes and easy 
    slipped stitches!



Coloring Book is a knitting pattern collection by Lee 
Meredith of leetha lkn i ts .com , in collaboration 
with Malabrigo Yarn, for the Malabrigo Freelance 
Patterns Project.  

Photography by Lee Meredith.

All Coloring Book patterns are copyright Lee Meredith 
2013 - for personal use only, no reprinting/redistributing 
- thanks!  Visit the leethalknits.com faq page or the 
leethal ravelry group if you have questions or need help.

Lee wants to thank her wonderful test knitters for all 
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With this book, you’ll use techniques to help your 
colorful projects go more smoothly, so that you can knit 
hats, shawls, scarves, cowls, headbands, mitts, and 
blankets which will really show off those colors, while 
keeping the back sides neat, and ending up with much 
less finishing work than you might expect!

No projects in this collection use stranded knitting or 
intarsia - you’ll only ever use one yarn within a row of 
knitting.  There is also little to no seaming (a small seam 
on the hat, and an optional seam in the Color by 
Number projects), and everything is worked modularly.

The Misanga hat will use up that skein of variegated 
yarn that just can’t find a good use, a highly contrasting 
colorway which would ruin most stitch patterns, but will 
be perfect for this woven-looking fabric.

All the other projects need two or more colors, in any 
weight you like, all with lots of different options for 
exactly how to use your colors - you’ll get to choose 
how to order your stripes or position your color blocks, 
etc.  So pick an assortment of your favorite type of yarn, 
whether it’s bulky or sock, in a variety of shades, and 
get ready to play with those colors!

T a b l e  o f  c o n t e n t s

Techniques 	 	 	 pages 2-3

Misanga hat pattern	 	 pages 4-9

Pigment shawl pattern	 	 pages 10-15

Scribbled Lines pattern	 	 pages 16-23

Color by Number pattern(s) 	 pages 24-45

A b b r e v i a t i o n s
st(s) = stitch(es)
k = knit
p = purl
RS = right side
WS = wrong side
MC = main color yarn
CC = contrasting color yarn
pm = place marker
slm = slip marker
sl = slip stitch purlwise
wyif = with yarn in front
wyib = with yarn in back
tbl = through the back loop

psso = pass slipped stitch over (decreases 1)
k2tog = knit 2 together (decreases 1)
ssk = slip, slip, knit slipped stitches together (decreases 1)
sk2p = slip knitwise, knit 2 together, pass slipped stitch 

over (decreases 2)
cdd = centered double decrease; slip 2 sts together as 

if to work k2tog, knit 1, pass slipped stitches over 
together (decreases 2)

cddp = centered double decrease purlwise; slip 2 sts 
together through backs as if to work purl 2 together 
through the back loops, purl 1, pass slipped stitches 
over together (decreases 2)

m1R = make 1 right-slanting, by picking up the strand 
between needle points from back to front, and 
knitting into the front (increases 1)

m1L = make 1 left-slanting, by picking up the strand 
between needle points from front to back, and 
knitting into the back (increases 1)

kfb = knit into front then into back of stitch (increases 1)
pfb = purl into front then into back of stitch (increases 1)
yo = yarn over (increases 1 with hole)

To keep the book nice for future use, instead of coloring 
in the book itself, you can make photo copies of pages 
for coloring, or scan them / take a digital photo and 
print them out on your home printer, so that you can try 
out as many color ideas as you want!  And, there are a 
few spots with blanks to fill in - for these, you can write 
your number(s) on a sticky note and stick it on the page.
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M i s a n g a



Designed specifically to use 
busy variegated colorways, 

which may not look their 
best in plain stitch 
patterns, and would hide 
complex patterns like 
lace or cables, this hat 
uses slip stitches to 
really show off the colors 
in the variegation.  You’ll 
work the easy stitch 
pattern in the hat’s body 
by watching the colors 
in the yarn and working 
your stitches according 
to the color changes.

The woven slip stitch pattern was loosely inspired by 
basic potholder loom type weaving many of us 
remember fondly from childhood; simple over and under 
weaving that anyone can master, no knowledge of warp 
& weft required!  (The wooden loom pictured to the left 
was my actual loom with the in-progress project still on 
it from when I was around 6 years old.)

The hat’s brim is a chevron stitch pattern, with slip 
stitches to match the body, meant to vaguely look like a 
knotted chevron friendship bracelet, another fun crafty 
childhood memory for many of us.  

Misanga is a Japanese word for a friendship bracelet, or 
a handmade good luck bracelet - the kind of bracelet 
that was the inspiration for the brim, and that you see 
pictured throughout the pattern.  (You’ll find links to 
tutorials for making a few at the end!)

Y o u  n e e d
‣ a variegated yarn in any weight, with color runs 2-10 

inches / 5-25 cm long (see Colors section for 
details; yardage varies depending on size)

-- bulky:  80-140 yards / 70-130 meters
-- worsted:  130-180 yards / 120-160 meters
-- sport:  170-220 yards / 160-200 meters

-- fingering:  200-280 yards / 180-260 meters
‣ needles sized to match yarn
-- a long circular to work magic loop method
-- or a set of double pointed needles and a 16 inch / 40 

cm circular
‣ optional needle a couple sizes larger (see Sizing)
‣ 6 stitch markers (5 the same color/type, 1 different)
‣ a yarn needle
‣ optional pom-pom maker

T h e  s a m p l e s

DK weight (blue/purple/pink):
Malabrigo Silky Merino 51% silk, 49% merino DK
1 skein of Marruecos - approx 150 yards / 137 meters 

used (approx 1 yard/meter short of the full skein)
Size US 4 (3.5mm) needles
Extra wide circumference, fitted height
Gauge of approx 6 sts per inch / 2.5 cm
Stitch count number of 150 sts

Aran weight (red/green/yellow/brown):
Malabrigo Selección Privada merino aran/heavy worsted 

weight
1 skein of Code G Color Base - approx 150 yards / 137 

meters used
Size US 8 (5mm) needles
Actual head circumference, extra height for slouch
Gauge of approx 4.75 sts per inch / 2.5 cm
Stitch count number of 99 sts

Super bulky weight (purple/green/pink):
Malabrigo Rasta merino super bulky
1 skein of Arco Iris - approx 70 yards / 64 meters used
Size US 15 (10mm) needles
Actual head circumference, fitted height
Gauge of approx 2 sts per inch / 2.5 cm
Stitch count number of 44 sts

C o l o r s
This stitch pattern is completely dependent on the 

color variegation in your chosen yarn.  Use a yarn with 
at least 3 different colors in the variegation, and which 
has some good contrast between the different colors.
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P i g m e n t



With a simple 
construction for the 
asymmetrical triangle 
shape, worked at any 
gauge, this relatively 

easy to knit piece 
is a great way 
to showcase a 
collection of 
beautifully 
colored yarns.  
Pick a main 
color and as 
many 
contrasting 
partial skeins 
as you want, 
to make the 
dots in this 
slip-stitch 
colorwork 
shawl. 

No need to 
fear hours of 

finishing work 
when you see all those colors used, as weaving in the 
ends is a step actually written into the pattern itself, as 
you knit!

A fun thing about this piece is how the rows start at 
their longest, and get shorter as you go, so the piece 
grows more quickly the longer you knit, making it feel 
like a speedy project as you get near the end.

Y o u  n e e d
‣ your choice of yarn in any weight, one main color 

(MC) and any number of contrasting colors (CCs) 
-- vague yardage estimates are given only for MC, for 

small{medium, large} sizes; CC total yardage will be 
around one third of MC total yardage

-- bulky MC:  150{250, 350} yards / 140{230, 320} 
meters

-- worsted MC:  170{310, 450} yards / 160{280, 410} 
meters

-- sport MC:  250{400, 550} yards / 230{370, 500} 
meters

-- fingering MC:  300{500, 700} yards / 275{460, 640} 
meters

‣ needles sized to match your yarn - either a circular 
24 inches / 60 cm or longer, or long straights

-- use a size or two bigger than you’d normally use if 
you want a shawl with nice drape, for a loose gauge

T h e  s a m p l e s

Large size (dark brown main color):
Malabrigo Chunky merino bulky weight
4 skeins (3 full and 1 partial) of Pearl Ten MC - approx 

340 yards / 310 meters total MC used
1 partial skein each of CCs (Frank Ochre, Bobby Blue, 

Glazed Carrot, Water Green, Cactus Flower) - approx 
100 yards / 90 meters total CC used

Size US 10 1/2 (6.5mm) needles
Gauge of approx 11 sts per 4 inches / 10 cm
Cast-on count of 81 sts

Medium size (grey-ish subtly variegated main color):
Malabrigo Arroyo merino sport weight
2 skeins (1 full and 1 partial) of Sand Bank MC - approx 

400 yards / 370 meters total MC used
1 partial skein each of CCs (Glitter, Piedras, Fresco y 

Seco, Arco Iris) -  approx 150 yards / 140 meters 
total CC used

Size US 7 (4.5mm) needles (for a loose, drapey gauge)
Gauge of approx 19 sts per 4 inches / 10 cm
Cast-on count of 111 sts

Small size (dark orange main color):
Malabrigo Rios merino worsted weight
1 skein of Glazed Carrot MC - approx 165 yards / 150 

meters total MC used
1 partial skein each of CCs (Teal Feather, Lettuce, 

Sunset, Ravelry Red, Niebla) - approx 70 yards / 65 
meters total CC used

Size US 9 (5.5mm) needles (for a loose, drapey gauge)
Gauge of approx 14 sts per 4 inches / 10 cm
Cast-on count of 63 sts
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S c r i b b l e d  L i n e s



Inspired by a box of 
crayons, this design can 
be made in as many 
colors as you want, as a 
scarf or a headband in 
any size and any yarn 
weight, with woven-
looking lines of colors 
scribbled over striping 
background colors.  The 

contrasting pointed 
wedges are meant to resemble crayons, pointing 
asymmetrically into the piece throughout the body. 

While the design is purposely meant to be able to use 
tons of different colors, complete with techniques to 
take care of the ends as you go and minimize finishing, 
the pattern also works nicely in as few as three different 
colors, and it works excellently with five or six colors, so 
you can use as many as you like.

The ties on the ends can be either braided or twisted; 
for the scarf, these ties mean that you can fasten it into 
a cowl and wear it lots of different ways.  It also makes 
sizing even more versatile, as you can make a short 
scarf and tie it on into a cowl!

A note:  While the pattern will work in any weight, it's 
recommended that you don't go heavier than worsted 
for the headband, and that you don't go lighter than 
around sport or DK weight for a scarf, just because of 
how long it would take to make a lightweight scarf in 
this slip-stitch pattern!

Y o u  n e e d
‣ 3 or more different colored yarns, in the same, or 

almost the same, weights (see Colors for more 
details; yardage varies depending on size)

Headband yardage (worsted-fingering recommended)
-- worsted:  60-100 yards / 50-90 meters
-- sport:  90-130 yards / 80-120 meters
-- fingering:  100-180 yards / 90-160 meters

Scarf yardage (bulky-sport recommended)
-- bulky:  150-250 yards / 140-230 meters
-- worsted:  200-300 yards / 180-270 meters
-- sport:  270-400 yards / 250-370 meters
‣ needles sized to match yarn
‣ 1 stitch marker

T h e  s a m p l e s

Long scarf:
Malabrigo Rios merino worsted weight
Partial skeins of Teal Feather, Lettuce, Sunset, Ravelry 

Red, Niebla, Glazed Carrot - approx 265 yards / 242 
meters total (44 yards / 40 meters each)

Size US 9 (5.5mm) needles
Gauge of approx 7.5 sts per 2 inches / 5 cm
Body stitch count of 23 sts

Short and wide scarf/cowl:
Malabrigo Merino Worsted aran/heavy worsted weight
Partial skeins of Verde Esperanza, Tuareg, Coco - 

approx 215 yards / 195 meters total (72 yards / 65 
meters each)

Size US 10 (6mm) needles
Gauge of approx 6.5 sts per 2 inches / 5 cm
Body stitch count of 41 sts

Headband:
Malabrigo Arroyo merino sport weight
Partial skeins of Glitter, Piedras, Sand Bank, Fresco y 

Seco, Arco Iris - approx 120 yards / 110 meters total 
(40 yards / 37 meters Glitter, 25 yards / 23 meters 
each Piedras and Sand Bank, 15 yards / 14 meters 
each Fresco y Seco and Arco Iris)

Size US 4 (3.5mm) needles
Gauge of approx 11 sts per 2 inches / 5 cm
Body stitch count of 33 sts

C o l o r s
Use any number of colors, three or more; the 

number you use and the way you stripe them 
can make for really different looks.  You'll 
always have a background main color 
(MC), and slip-stitch stripes (and crayon 
wedges) in a contrasting color (CC) - 
both MC and CC will change every 
12 rows or so, at different times.
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C o l o r  b y  N u m b e r



The possibilities are truly endless for these colorful, 
modular patterns - make a headband, a cowl, mitts, or 
a blanket, in as many colors as you like, using a given 
color chart design, or you can make your own color 
pattern, using the included blank charts!

Color by Number uses no complex techniques like 
stranded knitting or intarsia, just plain striping, easy 
picked up stitches, and a couple yarn-carrying tricks to 
make for as little finishing as possible, while keeping a 
neat back side.

The simple rectangular shape of this pattern is made 
interesting by your use of colors - use as many as you 
want, and stripe them within each section in different 
ways for different effects.  Use as few as two colors with 
interesting results, and up to as many as you want to 
throw in the mix.  Think leftover-stash-busting!

Included in this Color by Number pattern is the 
customizable pattern, everything you need to know, 
plus all details for every sample item you see pictured!  

To copy one of the pictured samples, read the next 
couple pages to understand how the pattern works, 
then find the sample’s page after the full pattern, to 
learn all the details about it; follow the full pattern using 
those details (gauge, x/y value, color chart, etc) to make 
your version of the sample item.

T a b l e  o f  c o n t e n t s
Since this pattern is packed with tons of content, here’s 

what’s where:

You need / construction / sizing	 page 26
Color patterns notes	 	 page 27
Get ready / notes		 	 page 28
Pattern	 	 	 	 pages 29-33
Individual sample item instructions / charts:
	 A -- Checkered Headband	 page 34
	 B -- Lightning Headband	 page 35
	 C -- Plaid Cowl	 	 page 36
	 D -- Chevrons Cowl	 	 page 37
	 E -- Stripy Mitts 	 	 page 38
	 F -- Zig-Zag Mitts	 	 page 39
	 G -- Stash-Busting Blanket	 page 41
Color charts - colored	 	 pages 42-43
Color charts - blank	 	 pages 44-45
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U s e  u p  t h a t  y a r n !
While these patterns are obviously great for 
using up leftovers, they are also a fun reason 
to pick out a pile of beautiful coordinating 
yarns of the same type, and make several 
different luxurious items!
All items in this collection, except for the hat, 
use multiple yarns in different colors, in 
mostly small amounts per yarn (the hat uses 
a single skein of a variegated yarn).

The sample items throughout this book were 
all made from the same pile of Malabrigo 
yarns, with skeins often being stretched 
between three different items.

Six skeins of Arroyo sport weight yarn were 
used to make a medium sized Pigment 
shawl, a Scribbled Lines headband, a pair of 
Color by Number mitts, a friendship bracelet to go with the Misanga pattern, 
and there are still 1233 yards / 1127 meters total left over, plenty for multiple 
more big projects!  (A - two in Sand Bank, one each in Glitter, Arco Iris, Fresco 
y Seco, and Piedras.) 

Nine skeins of Chunky bulky weight were used to make a large Pigment shawl, 
a Color by Number cowl, a Color by Number headband, and about 20% of a 
small Color by Number blanket, with 58 yards / 53 meters total still left over.  
(B - four in Pearl Ten, one each in Cactus Flower, Glazed Carrot, Bobby Blue, 
Frank Ochre, and Water Green.) 

Six skeins of Rios worsted weight were used to make a small Pigment shawl, a 
long Scribbled Lines scarf, and a Color by Number headband, with 400 yards / 
365 meters total left over, enough for a big Color by Number cowl, or 
another headband and pair of mitts!  (C - one each in Ravelry Red, 
Glazed Carrot, Sunset, Lettuce, Teal Feather, and Niebla.) 

Five skeins of Twist aran weight were used to make a Color by 
Number cowl, and about 40% of a small Color by Number blanket, 
with 110 yards / 100 meters total left over, enough for a headband or 
a pair of Color by Number mitts.  (D - one each in Sunset, Lettuce, 
Teal Feather, Sealing Wax, and Natural.) 

Five skeins of Merino Worsted aran weight were used to make a Scribbled 
Lines scarf/cowl, and about 40% of a small Color by Number blanket, with 245 
yards / 225 meters left over, plenty for a Color by Number cowl or headband.  
(E - one each in Cadmium, Verde Esperanza, Tuareg, Dusty, and Coco.) 

And, for the sock yarn lover, five skeins of Sock fingering weight were used to 
make a pair of Color by Number mitts; very little was needed, so that a total of 
2064 yards / 1887 meters are left over, plenty for a giant Pigment shawl 
(though you might need to change which color is the main color partway 
through) and/or a long Scribbled Lines scarf, or a bunch more Color by Number 
projects!  (F - one each in Primavera, Persia, Ochre, Terracota, and Ivy.)  
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